Life is better shared
We embrace all things
digital by building on social
platforms, developing
optimized experiences
and content specifically
designed for social media

We are continuously
analyzing, testing and
shifting with changing
algorithms leading to
huge organic growth and
strong user engagement

We create food & recipe
videos, fitness videos,
makeup and beauty
videos, craft videos, DIY
videos and much more

We write articles and
stories with the goal of
making them go ‘viral
We are building analytical
engines to make datadriven decisions

We produce our videos
and graphics in-house
by our Production and
Creative teams

Rapidly approaching 30 million fans
across multipage pages, growing
organically by 30K-40K likes per day
and reaching 40 Million users daily
Averaging over 1 million visitors a day
to Shared.com

Garnering 1 billion monthly video views,
Shared Videos often appear in the weekly
top posts in the US
Frequently appearing in the Top 10 for
most engaged Facebook Pages in the US

Shared.com is optimized for high revenue,
as well as a positive user experience
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Savvy
4+ Million

Throwbacks
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64% of followers are women
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Shared Food
2+ Million

OMG
1.7+ Million
88% of followers are women
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WE CREATE CONTENT THAT OUR FANS

AND PARTNERS LOVE TO SHARE!

“

Shared’s influencer program provides us with quality content
that helps us engage with our audience and grow our brand.
- JumbleJoy @JumbleJoycom

I am thrilled to be working with Shared! I enjoy
all the articles and the fact that they’re fun,
educating and clean. My Facebook Page
followers love the links I post from Shared and
we all look forward to seeing new stuff on a
regular basis. Keep up the awesome work!
Always something great with Shared.com!
- Southern Pinning @southernpinning
We have been working with the Shared
Influencer platform for over a year now and they
make monetizing our Facebook pages easy.
We have a dedicated partnership manager

We have been working with Shared since 2015

who sends us daily content recommendations

and have always had a really great experience.

tailored to our audience and optimized for

My contact Mike is always very responsive

engagements. Their revenue share model is

and incredibly helpful. Their content has

one of the highest in the industry and reporting

always been top notch and always has been

and billing is super easy! If you want to

in compliance with Facebook’s ever changing

monetize your social media fan base, I

policies. We have had mutual success with

highly suggest working with the Shared

them since day one and I give them my

team, they’re AWESOME!”

highest regards.

- Uplifting Media @UpliftingMedia

- QuirlyCuesOfficial @QuirlyCuesOfficial
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